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Abstract
DC reactive sputtering was used to successfully make thin films of titanium oxynitride using titanium metallic target, argon as plasma gas and

nitrogen and oxygen as reactive gases. The nitrogen partial pressure was kept constant during every deposition whereas oxygen flow rate was

pulsed using a square pattern. The study consisted in analysing the influence of the shape of the pulsed rate on physical properties of these films. In

order to adjust the metalloid concentration to get films with a wide range of oxygen-to-nitrogen ratios, the reactive gas pulsing process (RGPP) was

used. In this process, the oxygen flow switches ‘‘on’’ and ‘‘off’’ periodically according to a duty cycle a = tON/T. Electrical conductivity of films

measured against temperature was gradually modified from metallic (s300K = 4.42 � 104 S m�1) to semi-conducting behaviour

(s300K = 7.14 S m�1) with an increasing duty cycle. Mechanical properties like nanohardness (Hn) and reduced Young’s modulus (Er) of the

films were investigated. Experimental values of Hn and Er obtained by nanoindentation at 10% depth ranged from 15.8 to 5.2 GPa and from 273 to

142 GPa, respectively. Evolutions of Hn and E against duty cycle were similar. A regular decrease was observed for duty cycle a � 25%

corresponding to the occurrence of TiOxNy phase. Higher duty cycles led to the smallest values of Hn and E and correlated with TiO2 compound

composition. At last, the colour variation of these titanium oxynitrides was investigated as a function of a in the L*a*b* colour space. It was related

to the chemical composition of the films.

# 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

PACS : 81.15.-z 81.15.Cd
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1. Introduction

There has been a great scientific interest for metallic

oxynitrides for several years, because of their versatile

properties [1–4]. They have been prepared by various chemical

and physical deposition techniques. Among these types of

films, titanium oxynitride films have been one of the most

intensively studied systems [5–7]. Recent works on Ti–O–N

thin films with a tuneable N/O ratio showed that they exhibit a

complex structure and revealed an intermediate behaviour
* Corresponding author. Tel.: +33 381402879; fax: +33 381402852.

E-mail address: nicolas.martin@ens2m.fr (N. Martin).
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between metallic TiN and insulating TiO2 compounds [8].

Indeed titanium oxynitrides beneficiate from properties of

metallic oxides (colour, optical properties) and nitrides

(hardness, wear resistance). Physical vapour deposition and

especially reactive magnetron sputtering is an attractive way to

deposit these films. A titanium target sputtered in a mixed

working gas (O2 + N2) [9] or the reactive gas pulsing technique

[5,10] can be used to modify N/O ratio in the films.

In the present work, we report on physical properties of

titanium oxynitride thin films deposited by dc reactive

magnetron sputtering. The nitrogen partial pressure was kept

constant during every deposition whereas the flow rate of O2

was modulated periodically. A rectangular wave function with a

constant period was used whereas on and off times were

mailto:nicolas.martin@ens2m.fr
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.apsusc.2006.12.004


Fig. 1. Schematic representation of pulsed oxygen flow rate: T = pulse period

(s), tON = time of oxygen injection at qO2 = 1 sccm (s), tOFF = time of oxygen

injection at qO2 = 0 sccm (s), a = tON/T.
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systematically changed. The effects of the oxygen flow

modulation pattern on the crystallographic structure, atomic

composition, mechanical and electrical properties as well as

colour of the films were investigated.

2. Experimental details

A home-made vacuum reactor with a 40 L volume was used

to perform the depositions of titanium oxynitride thin films.

Substrates were introduced through a 1 L airlock. An ultimate

pressure of 10�5 Pa was obtained with a turbomolecular pump

backed with a mechanical pump. The reactor was equipped

with a circular planar and water cooled magnetron sputtering

source. The titanium target (purity 99.6%, 50 mm diameter)

was dc sputtered with a constant current density

JTi = 51 A m�2. The substrates were glass from micro slides

and (1 0 0) silicon wafers. Before each run they were

ultrasonically cleaned with acetone and alcohol, and the Ti

target was pre-sputtered in a pure argon atmosphere for 5 min

before introducing nitrogen and oxygen, in order to remove the

target surface oxide layer. The substrate was at room

temperature and the deposition time was adjusted in order to

obtain a thickness close to 400 nm (measured by a mechanical

profilometer). Experimental parameters are summarised in

Table 1. The shape of the oxygen flow modulation pattern was

rectangular. The period T of the pulses and the maximum and

minimum oxygen flow rates, qO2M and qO2m, were determined

and kept constant (see Table 1) while tON and tOFF times were

systematically changed (Fig. 1). The duty cycle (a = tON/T) was

included between 0 and 40% of T, i.e. tON = 0 and 7.2 s. qO2M,

qO2m and T were chosen in order to easily alternate the reactive

sputtering process between the metallic and compound

sputtering mode [10–13].

The elemental analysis of all elements present in the

coatings was performed combining Rutherford backscattering

spectroscopy (RBS) and nuclear reaction analysis (NRA). In

order to analyse the heavy element (Ti) in the coatings, a 3 MeV

a particles beam used for the backscattering experiment was

produced by the 2 MV Tandetron accelerator installed at LARN

in Namur. The scattered particles were detected in a Passivated

Implanted Planar Silicon (PIPS) detector placed at 165 8
relative to the incident beam. The analysis of light elements in

the coatings was performed with a 5.3 MeV a particles beam

produced with the same accelerator. The particles due to
Table 1

Sputtering conditions used to deposit TiOxNy coatings

Deposition parameters

Argon partial pressure (Pa) 0.4

Nitrogen partial pressure (Pa) 0.1

Ti current density JTi (A m�2) 51

Pumping speed (L s�1) 24.7

Substrate-target distance (m) 6.5 � 10�2

Substrate potential Grounded

Maximum flow rate qO2M (sccm) 1

Minimum flow rate qO2m (sccm) 0

Pulse period, T (s) 18
14N(a,p0)17O and 14N(a,p1)17O nuclear reactions were detected

in a PIPS detector placed at 90 8 relative to the incident beam.

The a scattered particles were stopped in a 24 mm Mylar foil

filter located in front of the detector. Simultaneously, the

scattered a particles were detected in a PIPS detector at

backward angle (1658). At this incident energy, the cross

sections of the elastic (a,a) reaction on light elements are non-

Rutherford. Data from the literature were used to take into

account the true cross sections [14,15] in order to obtain

realistic simulation of the experimental spectra.

The crystallographic structure was investigated by X-ray

diffraction (XRD) using CuKa radiation at a grazing incidence

angle u = 0.78. Mechanical properties were investigated

performing nanoindentation in dynamic mode with continuous

stiffness measurements. A maximum load of 2 mN was applied.

Hardness and Young’s modulus of the films were determined

using a Berkovich nanoindentor. The colour variation of the

films was investigated in the L*a*b* colour space with a

chromameter.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Chemical composition and crystallographic structure

Elemental composition measurements carried out by RBS

and NRA (Fig. 2) show a reverse and continuous evolution of

oxygen and nitrogen atomic concentrations from TiO0.50N1.14

for a = 0% to TiO2.00N0.41 for a = 40%. Without oxygen

pulsing, titanium nitride films are over-stoichiometric with a N/

Ti ratio of 1.14. It is in agreement with a lot of studies and

models focused on the reactive sputtering of such compounds

[8,16–18]. Nitrogen partial pressure was high enough

(PN2
= 0.1 Pa) to maintain the process in the nitrided sputtering

mode and consequently, TiN films with high nitrogen content

were produced. Even for a = 0%, a significant amount of

oxygen was detected in the films (close to 19 at.%). It is known

that oxygen is always detected in titanium nitride films [8,19]

because of the incorporation of oxygen during growth [20] but

this amount seems to be quite high. This value could be



Fig. 2. Influence of the duty cycle a on the chemical composition measured by

RBS, of titanium oxynitride thin films.

Fig. 3. X-ray diffraction patterns of titanium oxynitride thin films deposited on

silicon (1 0 0): (a) a = 0%; (b) a = 5%; (c) a = 15%; (d) a = 25%; (e)

a = 32.5%; (&) TiN; (*) TiO; S = substrate.

Table 2

Electrical parameters s and Ea against the duty cycle a

Duty cycle

a (%)

Electrical conductivity at

room temperature (S m�1)

Activation energy

Ea (meV)

0 4.42 � 104 –

5 1.56 � 104 –

10 6.59 � 102 45

15 6.00 � 101 88

20 5.08 � 101 176

25 7.14 182

27.5 – 209

28.5 – 282
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explained by the diffusion of oxygen evenly through the coating

from the surface due to the exposure to the ambient [21]. Then,

when a increases, the oxygen content regularly increases from

19 to 58.5 at.% (O/Ti reaches 2.00 for a = 40%) whereas

nitrogen concentration decreases down to 12 at.%. Similar

results were obtained by Martin et al. [5] about the reverse

evolution of oxygen and nitrogen concentrations in titanium

oxynitride films by modulation of the oxygen mass flow rate.

X-ray diffraction patterns of the films deposited on (1 0 0)

silicon substrates are shown in Fig. 3. The results reveal a

strong dependence of the film texture on the oxygen content.

For the titanium nitride film (a = 0%), peaks corresponding to

the f.c.c. TiN phase appear with a preferential orientation along

the (1 1 1) direction. This kind of nano-structured compound,

with a crystallite size about 20 nm (revealed by the Scherrer’s

method), disappears when oxygen is injected (a > 0%).

Orange-brownish TiN:O coatings become TiOxNy with a dark

green colour exhibiting peaks corresponding to f.c.c. structure.

TiN and TiO present the same crystallographic structure with

neighbour lattice parameters (aTiN = 4.2417 Å from P.D.F. 38–

1420 and aTiO = 4.1770 Å, 8–117). Therefore, X-ray diffrac-

tion is not a suitable method to distinguish between both

structures. Thus, the right structure of TiOxNy thin film cannot

be clearly identified. The films may be biphased: a weakly

crystallised f.c.c. phase and an amorphous one. When a grows

from 5 (Fig. 3b: crystallite size about 15 nm) to 25% (Fig. 3d),

the two main peaks corresponding to (2 0 0) and (2 2 0) plans

become smaller and disappear when a is too high (32.5%,

Fig. 3e): the TiO2:N films clearly exhibit an amorphous

structure.

3.2. Electrical conductivity

The electrical conductivity s was measured at room

temperature for various duty cycles a (Table 2). The electrical

conductivity regularly decreases from s = 4.42 � 104 to

7.14 S m�1, as a changes from 0 to 25%. Such an evolution

is related to the increasing oxygen content in the films and to the

change from metallic-like character to a semi-conducting one
for oxygen-rich coatings. Electrical conductivity is indicated in

Fig. 4 versus the reverse of temperature for a included between

0 and 27.5%. The metallic behaviour of TiN coating prepared

without oxygen (decrease of s when temperature increases)

vanishes with the presence of oxygen. A negative slope of log

s = f (1000/T) is measured and corresponds to a linear

behaviour in the Arrhenius plot. The activation energy is then

given in Table 2. For a � 15%, the slope still exhibits low

values (Ea � 88 meV) indicating that titanium oxynitride thin

films with low oxygen contents (lower than 40 at.%) are still



Fig. 4. Electrical conductivity s vs. 1000/T measured on titanium nitride (solid

line) and oxynitride thin films for various duty cycles a.

Fig. 5. (a) Reduced Young’s modulus Er and (b) nanohardness Hn of titanium

oxynitride thin films against the duty cycle a.

Fig. 6. Average specular colours in the CIELab 1976 colour space of titanium

oxynitride thin films for various duty cycles a.
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partly metallic. For a higher than 15%, a gradual transition

from metallic to semi-conducting behaviours is observed as a

increases and the activation energy Ea rises up to 282 meV. This

rise correlates with the reverse evolution of oxygen and

nitrogen concentrations in the films (Fig. 2). For higher duty

cycles, the coatings tend to behave as insulating titanium

dioxide compounds. The electrical conductivity is too low and

cannot be measured even at high temperature. So, the transition

of these titanium oxynitride films from metal to insulator by

semi-conductor is clearly demonstrated and seems to be steady

as a function of the duty cycle.

3.3. Mechanical properties

The reduced Young’s modulus Er and the nanohardness Hn

of the films were obtained by the Oliver and Pharr’s method

with the unloading stiffness and the real contact area [22].

Indentations were made at 10% depth (i.e. around 40 nm) in

order to minimise the influence of the substrate on the final

value [23,24]. The evolution of Er and Hn as a function of a is

shown in Figs. 5a and b, respectively. The curves exhibit the

same behaviours. For a � 25%, Er slowly decreases from 245

down to 200 GPa and similarly, Hn is reduced from 12.5 down

to 10 GPa. For a � 25%, Er and Hn are both significantly

reduced (mechanical performances lower than that of Si

(1 0 0)). As previously observed from chemical composition

and XRD analyses, a duty cycle of 25% seems to be the limit

between the metallic conducting hard nitrides and the

insulating softer oxides. Besides, 25% is exactly the value

of a from which the films become insulating and transparent. It

also corresponds to an amorphous structure occurrence

(Fig. 3). Here again, the value of a = 25% corresponds to

the significant variations of oxygen and nitrogen concentra-

tions (Fig. 2). The oxygen content increases larger after this

limit and tends to the concentration corresponding to TiO2

compound.
3.4. Colours

The average specular colour of the films deposited on glass

is represented in the CIELab colour space [25] in Fig. 6. This

graph shows that films are dark golden for a = 0%. They

present a very dark green colour for a included between 5 and

15%. Then, they become dark green for 20 � a � 25%, green

for a = 27.5 to 28.5% and finally light green to yellow-green for

high oxygen contents (a = 30–40%). This progression is clearly

shown in Fig. 7 where only the coordinates a* and b* are

represented. A loop starts from (a*;b*) = (2.56;1.08) for TiN:O

to (�4.98;11.52) for TiO2:N. The lightness is stable before

a = 25% at L* = 37 after which it regularly increases until

L* = 81 for a = 40%. It is noticeable that 25% is again the limit

between opaque and transparent films. These results prove that



Fig. 7. Projection of the average specular colours in the CIELab 1976 colour

space in the a*b* plane for titanium oxynitride thin films with various duty

cycles a.
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it is possible to obtain different shades of green but only this

colour is concerned. As a result, some possibilities to produce

decorative coatings by varying the duty cycle a or more

generally the oxygen flow rate are shown. In addition, such

results support that pulsing the oxygen mass flow rate appears

as an attractive way to control the optical and decorative

performances of titanium oxynitride thin films. Due to

drawbacks and typical instability phenomena of the conven-

tional reactive sputtering process and assuming the monotonous

evolution of L*a*b* coordinates as a function of a, rectangular

pattern is a suitable signal to control the reactive gas pulsing

process.

4. Conclusions

The reactive gas pulsing process was successfully used to

deposit titanium oxynitride thin films by dc reactive sputtering.

An appropriate control of the oxygen flow rate modulation was

chosen to deposit titanium nitride (TiN:O), titanium oxynitride

(TiOxNy) and titanium dioxide (TiO2:N) coatings. Structural

characterisation results revealed a strong dependence of the

film structure on the oxygen content. Without oxygen injection,

films exhibited peaks corresponding to TiN phase while f.c.c.

(TiO and/or TiN) phase was detected for low oxygen contents

and films were amorphous for the highest ones. Electrical

conductivity measurements of the films revealed a gradual

transition from metallic to semi-conducting behaviours as a

function of the duty cycle of the oxygen flow rate.

Nanohardness measurements showed the softening effect of

oxygen on these films and it was correlated with the deposition

of amorphous compounds. Regarding colour variations on

glass, it can be observed that the dark golden titanium nitride

became dark green with increase of oxygen content. They

shifted gradually to lighter green and finally transparent yellow-
green for titanium oxides. So, the range of intrinsic colours is

quite restricted to dark green or violet hues for these

parameters. For interferential coatings (duty cycles higher

than a = 25%), colours produced could be more interesting on

steel substrates or with other parameter variations.
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